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Browse for information in Knight Library

Soviet/Russian History DK1-949.5 (2nd floor)
Soviet/Russian Film PN1993.5.R (3rd floor)

Search the Library Catalog by Subject:

Motion pictures—Soviet Union
Motion pictures—Russia

History

Location: AAA Storage
Call #: N6981.M42 1982

The Decline and Fall of the Soviet Empire: Forty Years That Shook the World, From Stalin to Yeltsin / by Fred Coleman / New York: St. Martin's Press, 1996
Location: Knight
Call #: DK274 .C5 1996

Location: Knight
Call #: DK288 .R46 1993

Soviet/Russian Media

"î†Azyk vrazhdy protiv obschestva / sostavitel' Aleksandr Verkhovskii. Moskva:
Informa"™sionno-analiticheskii "™sentr "Sova", 2007
Location: Knight
Call #: P92.R8 I29 2007
This book examines and analyzes ethnic stereotypes in Russian media.

Location: Knight
Call #: PN1993.5.R9179
A history of the Soviet film industry.

Iz istorii Lenfilm'a. 1968-
Location: Knight
Call #: PN1993.5.R9193
A history of the Leningrad film industry, the Russian/Soviet equivalent of Hollywood.
Voprosy Kinoiskusstva (1956-1976)
Location: Knight
Call #: PN1993.3.V6
A journal of Soviet film culture, cinematography, and the film industry.

Websites

The Internet Movie Database
http://www.imdb.com
A comprehensive database of details about films from around the world and from all time.

Eurasia Net
http://www.eurasianet.org
Current news from Central Asia and East Europe in local languages and English.

The Face of Russia
http://www.pbs.org/weta/faceofrussia/
A website for the PBS series on Russia. The interactive timeline of Russian history is especially interesting and useful.

Meeting of Frontiers
http://frontiers.loc.gov/intidl/mft/html/mfhome.html
A bilingual, multimedia English-Russian digital library that tells the story of the American exploration and settlement of the West, the parallel exploration and settlement of Siberia and the Russian Far East, and the meeting of the Russian-American frontier in Alaska and the Pacific Northwest.

Portals to the World
http://www.loc.gov/rr/international/european/russia/ru.html
Online resources about on a myriad of subjects selected by Library of Congress subject experts.

Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty
http://www.rferl.org
Current news from Central Asia and East Europe in local languages and English.

Russian Search Engine Yandex
http://www.yandex.ru
The most popular Russian search engine. It recognizes by Russian and English language.
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